ENKISHON SIDAI TE POOKIN
(Maasai for: ‘Good life for all living beings’)
a Maasai community-led livelihood renewal project for a vibrant and
healthy ecosystem in Amboseli, Kenya
By Frank Heckman, Embassy of the Earth

A surprising initiation of the project
Early summer 2017, in my Facebook Messenger, Janice Nkoyato Mutui appears: Hello Frank;
hello Janice, where are you from?; from Kenya; what are you doing?; I am beading; - picture
of a necklace appears in the screen -; looks like a Maasai necklace; I am a Maasai woman;
from the city?; no, a small village; - picture of a hut appears -; we women build the huts; is
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that you on the roof?; no, that’s my mother; you study?; no, I wish, my mother can’t afford it;
what do you want to study?; want to become a diplomat; for your people?; yes, for my
people; I have good news for you; you could become Ambassador for the Embassy of the
Earth, our foundation; Wow!; know anything about growing crops, herding etc.?; yes I do,
five of our cows died this week; Drought?; yes, terrible drought for the longest time!
In that same instant I connected Janice to my friend Wim van Immerzeel who, for two years,
is running a program called Greening Africa in Tanzania with the Pachamama Raymi
approach (see annex 1), a concept proven to be successful for many years in Peru. Only a
half day away from the Amboseli region and the village of Inchurra in Kenya where Janice
lives, Wim encounters similar challenges with drought and livestock, degraded land,
struggling communities and also indigenous communities.
Seeing is believing
Soon thereafter, a small delegation of Maasai people visited Wim’s project in Tanzania, their
trip sponsored by the Embassy of the Earth. Talking to their Tanzanian peers, the Maasai
delegation is soon convinced: “This is what we need in Amboseli!” They witnessed
livelihoods shifting for the better, energized people, impressive collaboration and above all
tangible results. Nurseries, fodderbanks for the cows and goats, hardwood and nut trees,
improved homesteads, handmade waterwells and much more. Communities taking life back
into their own hands, building their own futures.

Getting started
Back in Amboseli Janice goes around in the villages and tells them what she saw. Wim And I
get invited and visit them in the fall of 2017. Exploring landscapes and the ecosystem,
traveling to many villages, listening to what is and what is needed, living, eating and drinking
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chai with them, putting exhausted cows back up, meeting stakeholders, sitting with
community leadership, encountering elephants, baboons and hyenas.
Maasai Peoples
Similar to indigenous peoples in other countries, Maasai people are marginalized and
discouraged to pursue their traditional semi-nomadic lifestyle, but their strong culture and
identity have kept their age-old customs in place. Nowadays, the world is increasingly
recognizing the value of indigenous peoples’ ancient knowledge for climate change
mitigation and adaptation strategies. It has been suggested by an Oxfam study that the
Maasai could pass on their traditional skills and knowledge such as the ability to produce
food in deserts and scrublands that could help populations adapt to climate change. While
taking into account the new realities of today, this project builds on the Maasai knowledge
and aspirations as expressed in the many village level meetings.

Embassy of the Earth
The world’s indigenous peoples, smallholder farmers, fisherfolk, herders, pastoralists and
forest dwellers are the frontline custodians of bio-diverse landscapes and increasingly so,
healers of the land. With them lies the true regenerative power of our societies!’
- Frank Heckman, Embassy of the Earth
Embassy of the Earth’s mission is to restore the human relationship with its natural
environment. The Embassy works as a ‘social architect’ and mentor, unleashing the power
and spirit of communities in complex environments or crisis to dream their possible futures,
create new realities and actively adapt to new challenges. The method of the Embassy is
based on the open systems thinking and social ecology developed by Emery and Trist and
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the psychology of optimal experience - flow - from Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi. The Embassy is
embedded in a network of experts on ecosystem restoration and regenerative agricultural
practices (see annex 2). This approach and network enables the communities to meet the
program’s challenges and with enough, often new skills and knowledge attain the necessary
results. With increased confidence and deeply motivated they become a community of
people evolving and progressing to recreate their livelihood in a restored, healthy ecological
and social system.

Cooperation with Greening Africa
In this project Embassy of the Earth is partnering with Pachamama Raymi or Greening Africa,
as it is called on the African continent. It is a unique partnership with complementary skills
and knowledge, working from the same vision, which is to enable the people whom it
concerns taking charge of their own lives and future. The proposal is rooted in the
Pachamama Raymi approach taking into account the typical challenges of Amboseli, situated
in a wildlife region where people and wildlife compete for increasingly depleted resources in
a degraded landscape affected by serious droughts. Ultimately, the project is focusing on
restoring the ecosystem through regenerative practices and the recreation of socially and
economically healthy livelihoods. As the initiator and mentor, the Embassy works to create
and maintain a good enabling environment in support of the applied Pachamama Raymi
methodology for this project. Further, the role of the Embassy is to find financial partners to
fund the program and engage knowledge from its international network which acts as a ‘just
in time’ resource or support system.
Project summary
The project focusses on the Olgulului Group Ranch in the Loitokitok Division, Kajiado County,
bordering on, and enclosing the Amboseli National Park. Degradation has changed the
composition of the vegetation significantly over the last decades. Lush grasslands became
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bush lands due to overgrazing and overstocking. The areas where the nomadic Maasai
people can take their herds are being decimated by farmers, individual ranches, nature
conservation, the creation of “hunting blocks”, and in general, by growing population
pressure. The project can be an opportunity for the Maasai to adjust to a changing
environment, by eliminating –or at least reducing– the need to move around to find animal
fodder for their herds through establishing “fodder banks” which consist mainly of fodder
trees, which grow and are green throughout the year. Large-scale reforestation with a
diversity of timber and fruit trees is needed too. If we can achieve a relevant scale with these
actions, both people and wildlife will benefit. In addition, the project would result in
sequestering CO2 through forestation and increasing organic matter in reclaimed soils.

Typically, projects using the Pachamama Raymi methodology have a duration of 3 years to
achieve sustainability of results. Based on experience, we estimate project results as shown
in the table below.
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Table: Projection of families that will apply different innovations
Group
Ranch

Total
Households

Participants Improved
in contests homes

Family
businesse
s (*)

Families with:
fodder

fruit

timber

trees

trees

trees

Olgulului

950

570

390

219

570

570

570

Total

950

570

390

219

570

570

570

%
Aplication

100%

60%

41%

23%

60%

60%

60%

(*) Businesses can include: dairy production, fattening cattle, fruit production, honey, etc.
High return on investment
Project costs in Peru demonstrated that the total number of trees planted, divided by the
total project budget is 3: three trees for every dollar invested in the project. In Tanzania, we
found that the number is about two trees per dollar. Net Present Value of a tree planted
with the survival rates achieved by Pachamama Raymi, is (roughly) estimated at USD 10 (5).
In other words: USD 0.30 generates USD 10, illustrating the high profitability of the project.
Profitability is even higher as the project produces a set of other impacts, such as family
businesses, and environmental reclamation, with the same project investment.
Project well received by Maasai leadership
The authorities of the Olgulului Group Ranch were provided with a copy of the pre-draft of
the project proposal, for their perusal. During the meeting, the proposed project received a
positive reception and during the field visits it became obvious that the project will be well
received
Results
The main results of the project will be families with improved health and nutrition with
healthy homes who adopted productive practices, recovering natural resources and
improving family income tangibly and sustainably.
In addition to achieving the above-mentioned results, the project will lead to a number of
other relevant effects that are not easy to quantify or measure:
•

The target group will have pride and vigor, as it knows that it can improve its
quality of life with their own resources and new skills.

•

Quality of life will have improved reducing migration to other areas.

•

Afforestation with a variety of species of timber, fodder and fruit trees, and
improvement of pastures will improve biodiversity and reduce the damage caused
by prolonged periods of drought or excessive rainfall.
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•

Solidarity within the target group will increase as a number of activities are
coordinated within the Zones and sub-zones of the Group Ranch.

•

Relations between sub-zones and with the Group Ranch authorities will improve.

Self-sufficiency, sustainability and local integration
As in previous projects using the Pachamama Raymi methodology, the present Project will
achieve that over 60% of the target group will participate actively and enthusiastically in the
contests. Families will implement all activities themselves and thus acquire the many skills
and new management forms, from building toilets, improved cooking stoves, collect tree
seeds, establish fodder banks, change of grazing management, manage tree nurseries, etc.
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Annex 1: The methodology Pachamama Raymi: peer learning
during contests
Many rural populations are trapped in a downward spiral of resource degradation, decreasing
productivity and increasing poverty. However, some families managed to forge an acceptable
quality of life. There are also families who improved their health considerably by applying
some simple preventive health measures, such as improving their kitchen with a fireplace with
a chimney to evacuate the smoke, suffering much less from lung and eye problems. Other
families have improved productivity of their herds by simple measures reducing seasonal
fluctuation in fodder availability by some form of orderly grazing. In the South of Tanzania, in
Mafinga, we found families who planted many hectares of trees, earning great incomes by
selling timber.
It would be great if large groups of farmers could learn and benefit from these good examples,
these role models! That may make it possible to stop and reverse the downward spiral of
degradation, declining yields and increasing poverty.
The good news is that the Pachamama Raymi methodology makes it possible! Large groups of
families are encouraged to change their habits implementing those new habits and traditions,
shown by the role models! This makes it possible to recover natural resources, generate good
incomes and better health. The Pachamama Raymi methodology is based on peer learning.
“Knowledge management” makes it possible to generate rapid and profound changes, in
complex organizations that stubbornly resist change, such as large corporations and
ministries. Pachamama Raymi uses knowledge management to introduce change in extremely
poor and traditional rural villages, which also resist change.
Peer learning is achieved through:
• Study tours to other villages within the region and to other regions. During these
trips, farmers who do not yet know the best practices, visit families and villages who
have practiced the required innovations for years and who became prosperous.
Farmers will be motivated to apply these innovations to their own situation seeing
the results, especially if contests motivate. Families who did not participate in the
study tour learn from neighbors who returned with new ideas according to the
principle of "a good example inspires".
• Practical assistance by expert farmers, who serve as "role model" and are the
example to follow. The expert farmers assist in implementation of all those new
practices and management techniques. Such assistance is very important to
introduce complex innovations such as improving the herd. Expert farmers help
other farmers with the difficult decision to sell those animals that are infertile or
unfit for reproduction. The expert famers show how to select reproductive animals.
These new animals can be bought with the proceeds of the sale of those that need
to be replaced.
The present project will make use of Peruvian and Tanzanian expert farmers.
Farmer-to-farmer training covers technical and practical issues but also the postharvest formation of associations and cooperatives, and marketing. We encourage
these issues to generate viable businesses.
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•

Educational materials such as brochures and DVDs that explain how to organize
orderly grazing; animal breeding, how and why to build and use a toilet; how and
why control weight and height of children, etc.
Contests between families and between sub-zones motivate the target group to apply the new
knowledge in their daily practice. Each contest lasts about six months and participation is
voluntary. The improvements over that past six months are graded for the contest. Families
and sub-zones with the best results receive a cash prize.
Surveys in previous Pachamama Raymi projects in Peru show that prize money was mainly
used to buy tools, seeds and better animals. The cash was also used to improve the house or
to buy school supplies, etc. By the way, there are only winners, because all participants
improved their quality of life.
There are two contests per year. Each contest lasts approximately six months. The rules &
regulations describe what is included and should be applied during those six months. The rules
& regulations are brochures that are distributed to all (potential) participants. Winning
families and sub-zones receive prizes in cash. The prizes motivate a lot, especially during the
first years of the project. In time, participants become more and more motivated by the
results. This explains why changes spread to others, even after project retreat.
The main difference between projects using the Pachamama Raymi methodology and
conventional projects is that Pachamama Raymi projects "only" facilitate and motivate.
Through this approach, it is possible to change habits from those, which degrade natural
resources into habits that recover them. Rural families implement the necessary changes
themselves. They use their new knowledge and insights, creativity and their own labor,
materials and other resources.
Previous projects using the Pachamama Raymi methodology showed convincingly that it is
possible to improve the quality of life of the rural population impressively by simultaneously
addressing several causes of rural poverty.
Experience has shown that the combination of "peer learning" and "contests" is a reliable and
very effective way to spread a large number of best practices quickly, simultaneously and on
a large scale. People face new challenges with confidence as they regain pride and selfesteem. This allows them to improve their income from livestock and agriculture and the
quality of their homes. People also improve their health and suffer less from preventable
diseases by changing some habits and their diet. The population also makes very profitable
investments, such as large-scale afforestation for timber production.
A participation of 60% to 80% of all families in each community is normal. This also occurs in
the poorest villages. Such high levels of participation cause new practices to spread very easily,
almost by itself. The main result is a dramatic improvement in the quality of life of the
population.
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Annex 2: Embassy of the Earth partner network

Dhan Foundation – A professional development organization with a long track record of
enabling the poor to uplift themselves in large parts of India, deepley motivated by Ghandi’s
‘be the change you want to see in the world’.
Suprabha Seshan – Gurukula Botanical Sanctuary, India. Internationally recognized as the
keeper of the ‘gold standard’ for biodiversity. Profound understanding of ecosystems – from
the roots through the earth level to the canopy.
Leo van der Vlist – Netherlands Centre for Indigenous Peoples, has advocated for the rights
of Indigenous Peoples around the world since 1990. Indigenous peoples are caretakers and
protectors of Mother Earth, for countless generations. Their bio-cultural knowledge and
holistic visions are vital for the survival and well-being of human beings.
John Dennis Liu – Ecosystem Restoration Camps, renowned Ambassador of Hope for
ecosystem’s restoration. Chronicles and recorded countless Earth restoration projects across
the planet over the last 20 years.
Laurence de Bure – a lifetime agricultural pioneer and land healer – inspiring, involving and
educating young people to take their place and care for the planet. Working with young men
from the Hopi tribe in Arizona to trace back the water flows to the source, using ancient
knowledge. She is the initiator of the Land Healer Foundation. Agricultural Biodiversity Community – ABC – network of 80 NGO’s in Africa and Asia,
connecting more than three million smallholder farmers, fisherfolk, herders, pastoralists,
forest farmers. Exchanging knowledge, experience and skills on seeds and technology,
cooperatives, markets and trading, policy and governance.
Regeneration International – overturning business as usual by uniting rural farmers,
ranchers, herders and connecting them with health, environment and justice minded
consumers. Creators of the Regeneration Hub, presenting regenerative projects around the
world.
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